**SESSION ONE  111 French Hall**

**CHAIR: Cailee Ragonesi**

**DISCUSSANT(S): Stuart Coffey**


Alternative Treatments for Alzheimer’s Patients. Drew Boulton


**SESSION TWO  161 French Hall**

**CHAIR: Zach Hayes**

**DISCUSSANT(S): Jacob Babb**


The Not so Small Problem of Nanotoxicology. Daniel Corey, Chemistry.

A New Wild West: The Untamed World of Virtual Economies. Eric Degeneffe.

Vaccination Paranoia: A Rising Phenomenon in the U.S. Audrey Eckel.

**SESSION THREE  335 French Hall**

**CHAIR: Chloe VanTol**

**DISCUSSANT(S): Daniel Bloink**

The Medicare Physician Supervision RequirementsIs this a needless Restriction of the CRNA’s Role?: Danielle Emerson, Nursing.

The Role of Telomeres and Reactive Oxidative Species in Cellular Senescence. Bassem Farah, Molecular Biology.

New Advances in Prosthetic Technology: Problem or Solution? Elizabeth Glasco, Health Sciences-Pre-Physical Therapy.


**SESSION FOUR  350 French Hall**

**CHAIR: Jamie Pieknik**

**DISCUSSANT(S): Abdul Jondy**


ALL SESSIONS BEGIN AT 4:00 PM WEDNESDAY APRIL 15, 2015
PLEASE RETURN ALL FORMS TO 301 FRENCH HALL AT THE END OF YOUR SESSION
SESSION FIVE 453 French Hall

CHAIR: Mohammed Alsarraj

DISCUSSANT(S): Name


The Role of Mast Cells and Basophils in Allergy Response. Madeleine Long, Molecular Biology.


SESSION SIX 456 French Hall

CHAIR: Emilia Emerson

DISCUSSANT(S): Menusha Arumugam

Negative Law Enforcement Interactions with the Mentally Ill. April McNeill.

The Role of Relational Aggression on social Media Sites. Avery Mitevski, Applied Psychology

SESSION SEVEN  461 French Hall

CHAIR: Trevor Sexton

DISCUSSANT(S): Name

‘Enemies’ of the Empire: The History of Anti-Irish Racism Britain. Austin Roberts, History.


Oral Complications of Cancer Therapy. Lamees Shamieh, Biology.

Benign but Problematic: The Unique case of the Pituitary Adenoma. Mohammad Shukairy, Biology.

Human African Trypanosomiasis: The Dozing Killer of West Africa. Jaslyn Morris, Biology


ALL SESSIONS BEGIN AT 4:00 PM WEDNESDAY APRIL 15, 2015
PLEASE RETURN ALL FORMS TO 301 FRENCH HALL AT THE END OF YOUR SESSION
SESSION EIGHT  301 French Hall

CHAIR: Allison Phillips

DISCUSSANT(S): Name

The Nurse’s Role Developing Effective Electronic Health Record Systems. Sydney Spielmaker, Nursing.

Mirror, Mirror, on the Wall: Media Effects on Male Body Image. Daniel Stohlin, --.

Why Boys are Falling Behind: The Gender Gap in Education. Sarah Taipalus.

“Wii-habilitation” as a Supplement to Traditional Physical Therapy Interventions. Kimberlee Trainor, Biology.

The Role of the ICF-CY in Pediatric Physical Therapy Treatments of Cerebral Palsy. Brandon Worden, Health Science.